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Abstract. Smartphone is now playing an important role in our daily life. The 
various sensors and multiple features of smartphones can collect abundant in-
formation about people’s life experience, which is called mobile life-log.  
Life-logs are useful for people to recall past meaningful events and remind of 
meaningful experiences. However, as the amount of life-log becomes vast, it 
requires an efficient way to organize and store such vast information. Semantic 
networks, which are used to implement human retrieval system, can help people 
to effectively organize and retrieve life-logs collected from smartphones. In this 
paper, we propose a method of mobile life-log search based on semantic  
relation in semantic networks. By using semantic relation, we reduce the unne-
cessary intermediate results so as to reduce the usage of computer memory and 
retrieval time. To demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed method, we con-
structed mobile life-log semantic networks and conducted experiment on it. As 
a result, the proposed method is useful for life-log retrieval in the semantic  
networks. 

1 Introduction 

Smartphones are very popular and become a personal assistant in our daily life. With 
the rapid popularization of smartphones and a variety of practical applications, it be-
comes possible to collect large amounts of personal life experience of daily life, 
which is called life-log. Smartphones can automatically generate and store various 
life-logs, which contain such information as call history, SMS (short message ser-
vice), photos, music files, video files and GPS (global positioning system). As the 
amount of these life-log information becomes larger, it is difficult for people to effec-
tively store and manage such huge information.  One may suffer great difficulties 
from recalling certain events experienced before. It requires an effective way to or-
ganize, store and retrieve these personal life-logs.  

Semantic Network has an advantage of storing mobile life-logs, because informa-
tion is saved as interconnected network just like human long-term memory [1]. Se-
mantic network can help people recall some specific objects, which were associated to 
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particular events. With semantic network, people can manage information in human-
centered manner.  

There exists various search methods in semantic networks. A traditional search 
system does not return the best relevant results to users, because the results returned 
to user contain large amount of unnecessary intermediate results. Users should be 
very patient to pick up their interests from enormous returned results [2]. 

In this paper, we propose a search method using semantic relation. By using se-
mantic relations and their weight values during search process, it is possible to reduce 
the unnecessary intermediate results so that reduce the usage of computer memory 
and retrieval time. 

2 Related Works 

Human’s memory captures life in terms of events and experience. People tend to be 
more easily remember materials on subjects that they already know, since the infor-
mation has more meaning to them and can be mentally connected to related informa-
tion that is already stored in their long-term memory [3].  

Human memory structure is interconnected network structure. When people pay at-
tention to some information, related information will be activated.  

Semantic Networks are designed to implement human retrieval system. It is possi-
ble to retrieve related information like the way human memory retrieval mechanism. 
There are several searching methods in semantic networks. Keyword-based searching 
method and spreading activation associative searching method are the well-known 
methods.  

The amount of returned results is an important factor in semantic network search. 
Keyword based searching method is very useful one. Keyword search method enables 
information discovery by providing a simple interface. Even more, the user does not 
need to know either a query language or the structure of the network [4][5]. However, 
the returned results could be very huge, which is the main disadvantage of traditional 
keyword based searching method. Hristidis designed interactive spreading activation 
searching method[6]. During the search, users can select what they are interested 
among the relevant results. However, the relevant results could be so huge that user 
may have difficulties in finding what they are interested in. In order to solve this 
problem, Oh [7] proposed a mobile life-log search using semantic memory learning 
and priming. Priming based on spreading activation makes it possible to search the 
data with insufficient and inexact queries and relatively less returned results.Tran uses 
top-k explosion of query candidates mechanism to calculate the similarity of 
keywords[8]. 

In this paper, we propose a mobile life-log search method. We exploit the semantic 
relation during the search process. With utilizing semantic relation and calculation of 
its weight value, we reduce the useless intermediate results, the usage of computer 
memory and retrieval time. By using semantic relation, we could retrieve some nodes 
with low weight value, which cannot be seen during the expanding procedure. 
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3 Mobile Life Log Network 

Mobile life-log is the information we get from smartphone devices. The mobile life-
logs consist of call history, SMS, photos, music files, videos, GPS, Bluetooth, weath-
er, emotion, and so on. These mobile logs should be structured and stored in a way 
that people can easily retrieve. In order to make life-logs useful, we construct mobile 
life-log semantic network to manage them. 

Fig. 1 shows the mobile life-log network system structure. The user logs are col-
lected from the mobile phones and stored as XML documents. After XML parsing 
and network generation process, mobile life-logs network is created. User inputs que-
ries and system gives back the user with filtered results from the search process. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Mobile life-log network system structure 

3.1 Mobile Life Logging 

Smartphones are very powerful tools. They equip with computing power and audio, 
visual sensors such as camera and microphone, as well as contextual sensors such as 
GPS, lighting, and RFID. With these different sensors embedded in smartphones, we 
can collect a variety of personal information. Other information such as weather and 
emotion can also be collected through smartphone applications.  

3.2 Semantic Relation 

Semantic networks consist of nodes and arcs. In mobile life-log semantic network, the 
nodes represent life-log objects and arcs represent the relationship between nodes. 
Every arc or edge has its own weight value. 

To construct mobile life-log semantic network, we need to define semantic relation 
to connect related information. Activity based organization of personal life-logs could 
not only provide effective visualization and retrieval of information, but also benefit 
of augmenting human memory [9].  

Semantic relation we use in this paper is defined as follows: 
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Definition (Semantic Relation): According to the GSS (General Social Survey on 
Time Use), people’s activities can be categorized in several groups. In our system, we 
define semantic relations based on the activities which are from GSS. The main se-
mantic relations are defined as Table 1. 

Table 1. Defined semantic relation distribution 

Semantic Relation Count

General semantic relation (Is A et al.) 12

Paid work related 90

Household work 12

Sleep, meal and related work 36

Education and related activities 36

Socializing activities related 12

Passive leisure related 126

Entertainment event related 48

Active leisure related 258

Social and voluntary activities related 6

Residual 18

Total 654

3.3 Semantic Relation Weight 

In semantic network, every relation has its weight value. Weight value is important 
factor that determines the intimacy between connected two nodes. The higher the 
relation weight value is, the more intimate two connected nodes are. When a node is 
paid attention, the neighbor nodes with higher weight value than the threshold value 
will be activated.  

If all the related nodes activated and return to users, it is very difficult to find what 
users interested in. To avoid this problem and to represent the association between 
two nodes, we calculate the weight value of semantic relation. The calculation of 
semantic relation weight value is indicated as equation (1) , , ∑ ,∑ ,  (1)

Where Wv,u shows the weight value of semantic relation between start node v and 
end node u. ,  means the frequency of start node v and end node u appear togeth-
er.  means the sets of nodes pointing at node v.  means the set of nodes pointed 
by start node v. c1 is the normalized constant. 
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6 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have proposed a mobile life-log retrieval method using semantic 
relation. We use the life-logs collected from smartphones to construct life-log seman-
tic network. We calculate the weight value of relations in semantic network. By using 
semantic relation, we can retrieve the target information with expanding fewer nodes. 
Semantic relation based search can also retrieve the information with low weight 
value. In order to show the usefulness and practicality of the proposed method, we 
showed searching procedure and conducted experiments on accuracy and retrieval 
time of the proposed method. From the experiments, we have confirmed the useful-
ness of the proposed method. For the future work, we are trying to improve the 
searching algorithm to reduce the time complexity. Along with this, we will work on 
using multi semantic relations during the search procedure. 
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